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HOW TO USE THIS INDEX: Feature material has been indexed three or more times—once by the title under which it was published, again under the author's last name, and finally under one or more of the subject categories or railroads. Photographs standing alone are indexed (usually by railroad), but photographs within a feature article are not separately indexed. Brief news items are indexed under the appropriate railroad and/or category; news stories are indexed under the appropriate railroad and/or category and under the author's last name. Most references to people are indexed under the company with which they are easily identified; if there is no easy identification, they may be indexed under the person's last name (for deaths, see "Obituaries"). Maps, museums, radio frequencies, railroad historical societies, rosters of locomotives and equipment, product reviews, and stations are indexed under these categories. Items from countries other than the U.S. and Canada are indexed under the appropriate country.
The page contains a list of articles and events related to railroading. Here are some highlights:

- **General Electric**: GE, Bombardier, and Harsco receive China orders.
- **DM&E**: Takes $2.6 billion step toward Wyoming.
- **CSX**: Resumes service through the Gulf region.
- **Amtrak**: Choosing former UP official.
- **BNSF**: Breaks ground with SD70M-2s.
- **UP**:𝐄𝐑 tấn: 7 in stream, DC 21
- **Amtrak**: LED crew districts, Map of the Month.
- **United States**: New life for North Dakota branch lines.
- **Amtrak**: Board votes for Northeast Corridor split.

Some articles are marked with articles by:
- **Fred Furminger**: FRA upholds safety of remote-control units for switching.
- **John Hamlin**: New ideas for old locomotives.
- **Bob Johnston**: Do railroads have a place in railroad security?
- **John Harvey**: How much can you pack into one lifetime?
- **Eric Hadder**: Nation's newest rail museum opens in K.C.
- **Steve Goetzke**: What can we do about graffiti?
- **Fred Harvey**: Glamorous embers.
- **Dave Gianopoulos**: Is it already time for the fall traffic rush again?
- **Mike Iden**: I am Sanford.
- **Fred Ingles**: In Europe, it isn’t the train; it’s the scenery.
- **Bob Jennings**: It’s a small world after all.
- **H. Benjamin Jack**: It’s your deal.
- **Bart Jennings**: Jack London Square, a fascinating rail bottleneck.
- **Bob Johnston**: Do railroads have a place in railroad security?
- **Bob Jennings**: It’s a small world after all.

The page also includes sections on events such as:
- **Reaching for the Northstar**: Sep 24.
- **Passenger trains**: May return to St. Paul Union Depot.
- **Loram**: Machines just grind right along.
- **DM&E**: Takes $2.5 billion step toward Wyoming.

Additionally, there are mentions of specific railroads and events:
- **Amtrak**: “simplified dining” just got better.
- **Santa Fe**: SD90MACs.
- **Canadian National**: Why I quit the railroad.
- **CSX**: Resumes service through the Gulf region.
- **Illinois Central**: Memories of a chef for the Chicago & North Western.
- **Tri-City**: Railroad Reading, Dec 26-27.
- **Anchorage**: Railroad Reading, Apr 8-9.

The page also includes a section on articles by:
- **John Goetzke**: Chad Charles H. Jr., articles by.
- **Charles Forsher**: The flying switch that worked — mostly.
- **Steve Glischinski**: How to dry out a drenched diesel.
- **Eric Hadder**: Nation’s newest rail museum opens in K.C.
- **Fred Furminger**: FRA upholds safety of remote-control units for switching.

There are also references to specific events and locations:
- **Amtrak**: On the 'jackpot' on CSX, in a bad way.
- **CSX**: At Mustang Creek, Tex., Gallery.
- **Great Northern**: The lord of the night.
- **Amtrak**: Board votes for Northeast Corridor split.

The page concludes with a section on “Gallery” and “TOURS.”
Norfolk & Southern: Rare breed still running, Jan 12
Symphony for 12 wheels and a coal scoop, Aug 36-43
Northshore Mining
Leases Alaska Railroad GP40-2s, Jul 15
NRE gets nod on L.A. gensets, May 24
NRHS convention heads to the country with Buckeye Rails, Oct 10-11

Pacific Electric: The train that did not go down the avenue, Jan 66-67
Palmetto brick, Mar 42-43
Pan Am Railways: Some vets soldier on, Nov 22
Passenger trains may return to St. Paul Union Depot, Feb 13
Pennsylvania Railroad: 0-6-0 643 in steam, Dec 21
Beautiful locomotives for a special train, Pennsy ES3s, Mar 17
Code lines and poles in Ohio, Gallery, Jun 86
Dinner hour on the Pennsylvania, Apr 76-77
Beautiful locomotives for a special train, cast in steam, May 90
British Railways: A new train pays good money to ride, Oct 18-19
Only one author could have written this book, "The Men Who Loved Trains," Jun 14-15

Oregon Lumber Co.: Rare breed still running, Jan 12

Regional buses first new cars; NS orders 1600, Oct 15
Still running GP50ACs, Jan 12
A tough lesson on where not to park, Jun 11
Train V76 on Payne-Pine Hill turn, May 90
Why 4,000 hp for NS? It has a reason, Jul 25

Oates, Joseph L., article by: "I Am Saniford," Railroad Reading, Mar 60-64

Oblivion: 4-6-6-4, photographer, Sep 71

Old photos: 100 years ago, Jan 63-64

Oil America: The whole energy picture, Apr 78

Oil train: The whole energy picture, Apr 78

On the waterfront: The whole energy picture, Apr 78